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lxt A4 denote a class of nnonomarphisms in a category, with the fc~llowing prop- 
erties: 
(i) If fir E M and j’E %I then gE $4. 
(ii) The intersection of two M’s is an M. 
(iii) The pushout of an rlt by an AI exists and is an M. 
The first two propertics are enjoyed by the class of&i munomorphisms, by the ciass 
of regular moncxnorphisms, and again by the distinguished class of monomorphisms 
in an IsbeLl bicategory structure. The third is the sgxailed amalgamation property. 
There has been some interest of late in categories with the amalgamation property, 
and in particular in such categgxies wherein the pushout of two M’s is also a pull- 
back (= intersection). We give a necessary and sufficient condition for the latter to 
be the case. 
Roof. The ni f M by (iii), the pi E M by (ii) and (i), and z E M by (i). Form the 
342 
diagram 
in which every diamond is a puhout. Then the exterior of (2) coincides with that 
of ( t ), SO WC may assume that qih’i = n,. Because 2and the pi are M’s, every map in 
by (iii) (and the pushouts do exist). Since 
41 “p) = YpqP) = NfPj =9p2 =qpp2 =qppI;, 
and since yi and v j are both monomorphisms, we have u I = u2. Since u I, u2 is the 
cokernct-pair of z, it follows that t is an epimorphism. 
Pro&The “if’ part folfows from the propclsition. For the “only if’ part let m ba 
;rn epimoqphism in M. Taking mt = rn? = m in diagram ( I ), we have it I = n2 = 1, 
vlirhence pt = p2 = I9 whence z = m; an& by assumption, z is an is~morphism. 
WmA. The condition in the corollary is automatic if M is the extrcmal mono- 
mowhisms, or the regular monomorphisms, If M is the monomorphism, it says that 
every bimclrphism (= epimorphic monomorphism) isan isomorphism. Suppose (i) 
htbds in thle stronger form: 
JffsE 14, then g E M. Then, for a fixed ml, the z in ( 1’) will always be an iso 
morphism Id and only if m1 is an extremal monomorphism. 
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